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Kin selection theory predicts the evolution of cooperation when rb > c, but it also predicts the 
emergence of potential social conflicts when the relatedness of individuals in a group is reduced. 
Polyandry (queens being inseminated by multiple males) and functional polygyny (colonies 
containing multiple, reproductively active queens) both reduce intracolonial relatedness, and have 
evolved as derived traits in many eusocial insects, with effective policing mechanisms appearing to 
largely prevent the resulting increase in potential conflicts over caste fate and worker reproduction 
translating into actual conflicts. There is now strong evidence of the benefits that social insect 
colonies can gain from polyandry or polygyny, making it a paradox that more obligately eusocial taxa 
have not evolved the traits. Here I will present experimental and comparative evidence showing that 
increased intracolonial genetic diversity can, in keeping with kin selection predictions, result in 
increased actual conflict under some conditions, and that the heightened conflict may then make 
greater genetic diversity costly rather than beneficial for the colony. The results suggest that the 
evolution of polyandry/polygyny is constrained not only by the direct costs of the traits, but also by 
indirect costs associated with heightened social conflicts, both providing an explanation for why 
more obligately eusocial taxa have not evolved polyandry/polygyny and providing support for kin 
selection theory. 
  
